Chapter 1. Mahjong Game Mechanics
Chapter “Mahjong Game Mechanics” will cover all the basic game concepts needed to start
the game of mahjong. The reader will get acquainted with the description of game set, hand
structure, move structure and general game mechanics. All of these skills can be attributed to
level "Starter"  the starting knowledge and skills without which it is impossible to play even
one deal.
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Definitions of terms
Dear reader! Let’s start an interesting and
intriguing trip to learn what is mahjong about
with a study of the definitions of the terms.
Further in the text each term will be
explained and analyzed in more detail. If you
find a confusing term in the text you are
kindly requested to check it in the beginning
of the corresponding chapter in the section
"Definitions of terms".
⇛
Mahjong is the intellectual board game of Asian origin for four people. The aim of the
game is to collect a complete hand (“mahjong”) with at least one valuable combination.
⇛

”Hu” (from Chinese 和 “he” – harmony) is a word for declaring mahjong (winning).

⇛
Deal (hand) is everything that occurs between an initial distributing of tiles and either
someone declaring "Hu" (winning) or nobody being able to win (draw).
⇛

SelfDrawn is to win by taking a fresh tile from the wall.

⇛
Win by discard is to win on a tile discarded by another player.
Note: Win by discard also includes winning with Robbing the Kong.
⇛

Wall (“Great”) is mahjong tiles, built in the form of a square.

⇛

Wall (player’s) is part of the “Great” Wall located directly in front of the player.

⇛
Wall break is the imaginary plane between adjacent piles (of two tiles high) of the
Wall.
Note: Wall break is indicated mechanically by separating two adjacent piles of tiles from each
other.
⇛
Hand is tiles belonging to one of the players.
Note: “Hand” (in the narrow sense) are sometimes called “standing” tiles.
⇛
Set is the structural element of the hand. There are sets: melded (exposed) and
concealed, fixed and free ones.
Note: In this paragraph and further in the text we will use term “set” denoting namely “part of
hand” as opposed to “collection of playing pieces” (game set).
⇛

“Standing” tiles are player’s tiles outside melded sets.

⇛
Pattern is a decorated in a unified manner tile. The number of patterns in mahjong set
varies depending on the rules (27 in Sichuan, 3437 in Riichi, 42 in MCR, 43 in American etc).
Note: Tile “pattern” can alternatively be defined as “unique tile face”.
Example:

,

,

.

⇛

Declaration is player’s statement (word) with the intention to declare mahjong or set.

⇛

Melded set is a set which contains tile taken from discard.

⇛

Concealed set is a set all the tiles of which were taken from the wall.

⇛
Fixed set is a set separated from the “standing” tiles. No tile from the fixed set can be
taken back to “standing” tiles. Any Fixed set, except Melded Pung cannot be modified.
⇛
Free set is a set composed solely of “standing” tiles. Free set is a purely imaginary
concept.
⇛

Key set is specified by tile patterns set as a part of the valuable combination (fan).

⇛

Bonus set is a set consisting of one tile of bonus group (“Flower”).

⇛

Chow is a set consisting of tiles of the same suit with three consecutive numbers.

Example:
⇛

,

.

“Chi” is a word for declaring of Chow set.

⇛
Pung is a set consisting of three identical tiles. “Pung” is also the word for declaring of
Pung set.
Example:
⇛

,

.

Pair is a set consisting of two identical tiles.

⇛
Kong is a special set consisting of four identical tiles. There are three types or Kongs:
Concealed, Melded and Promoted. “Kong” is also the word for declaring of Kong set.
Example:

or

.

⇛
“Flower” is a special set consisting of one tile of bonus group (types “Flowers” or
“Seasons”). “Flower” is also the word for declaring of Flower set.

Example:

or

.

⇛
Move is a set of actions of one player. Move always starts upon receiving tile into the
player's hand (from the wall or from discard of another player) and ends by discarding tile off
the hand or declaring “Hu” (mahjong).

Lesson 1.

Game objective
The purpose of the current deal is to build hand with "mahjong", that is, a hand with any
structure specified by the rules and at least one valuable combination. It must be done faster
than opponents can do that because after the “Mahjong” declaration the deal ends. Depending
on the complexity of a winning hand and the way of receiving the winning tile into the hand all
players are awarded points. The game objective is to score as many points after playing full
game of 16 deals (or number deals played during the time allotted for the tournament session).
It can be argued that game of mahjong develops logic, memory, observation skills, the ability to
react and to make decisions.

Mahjong playing set
Traditional mahjong game set consists of 144 tiles and two sixsided dice with printed dots
denoting the numbers 1 to 6. Playing set may include: pointers to the Winds, counting sticks or
circles, alternative tiles for “Flowers” and ”Seasons”, jokers, even racks (flat tile holders)
144 mahjong tiles represent several tile types:
● “Honor” tiles (“Honors”):
○ “Dragons” – 12 tiles, 3 patterns each having 4 identical tiles;
○ “Winds” – 16 tiles, 4 patterns each having 4 identical tiles;
● “Suit” (“Numbered”) tiles:
○ “Bamboo” – 36 tiles, 9 patterns (from 1 till 9) each having 4 identical tiles;
○ “Dots” – 36 tiles, 9 patterns (from 1 till 9) each having 4 identical tiles;
○ “Characters” – 36 tiles, 9 patterns (from 1 till 9) each having 4 identical tiles;
● “Bonus” tiles:
○ “Flowers” – 4 tiles, 4 patterns;
○ “Seasons” – 4 tiles, 4 patterns.
Thus, the whole playing set of 144 tiles consists of 42 patterns of tiles: 34 patterns (“Dragons”,
“Winds”, “Bamboo”, “Dots” and “Characters”) each having 4 copies of identical tiles and 8
patterns (“Flowers” and “Seasons”) each having only one copy of tile.
Note: Tiles of the types “Dragons”, “Flowers” and “Seasons” do not have relations of order, as
if they exist independently from each other. Tiles with consecutive numbers of the same Suit

can be used for building Chow. Wind tiles in the order East → South → West → North are
used to indicate players’ seats, they also can be used for changing rounds.
Table. Tiles by types and patterns.
Type

Green

Red

White

Type

Dragons

East

South

West

North

6

7

8

9

Winds

Type

1

2

3

4

5

Bamboo

Dots

Characters

Type

1

2

3

4

Flowers

Seasons

Note: Tile “Bamboo 1” is usually depicted in a form of bird.
Note: In Mahjong Competition Rules (MCR) tiles of types “Flowers” or ”Seasons” are not
distinguished, any of those 8 tile patterns are called “Flower” (pl. “Flowers”).

Adapted playing sets
For players who are not familiar with Chinese characters some of tile patterns (belonging to
types “Honors” and “Characters”) pose a major problem in pattern identifying (on the contrary
in types “Bamboo” and “Dots” there exists a simple possibility to count the number of bamboo
and dots on the tile image). Because of that some playing sets are produced with printed
numbers and letters on all tiles or part of the playing set:

.
Note: The numbers on the tiles of group “Flowers” / ”Seasons” as a rule are placed regardless
whether the playing set of adapted or not.
At official tournaments only nonadapted playing sets are used. Therefore, if the player aims to
improve his / her skill by playing against players of a higher level or in a tournament, one
needs to memorize somehow tiles with the characters.

Mnemonic rules for memorizing tiles of “Winds” and “Characters”
There is no a guaranteed way of remembering the images of Winds and Characters tiles
except memorizing. However, for some graphical elements you can use simple mnemonic
rules:

●

,
,
,
– the general rule for the Winds
is the association of the graphic element with capital letter of a Wind (East, South,
West, North).

●

,
with the number.

●

,

– the number of lines in a character coincides

– four sides of the square are associated with the number 4.

●

– association of the graphic element with the number 5.

●

– inverted character 7 coincides with the number 7.

●

,
required numbers.

,

– freestyle drawing of the character to the

Exercise: Place four different Winds tiles at the table face down and mix them. By turning tiles
“face up” place them by memory in an order East → South → West → North. Repeat the
procedure. Repeat the same with nine different Characters tiles arranging them by ascending
order.

Tiles classification
In Mahjong Competition Rules (MCR) in addition to the standard tiles classification by types an
additional classification by “groups” is applied, which is used for determining the value of
complete hand. The table below shows a brief description of such groups. For complete table
of occurrences of each tile into groups please refer to ”Appendices” section.
Table. Brief description of tile groups.
Group

Brief description

Number of tile patterns

Green

Tiles images are drawn only in Green color

6

Honors

Dragons and Winds

7

Terminals

1 and 9 of Suit tiles

6

Suit tiles

Bamboo, Dots and Characters

3 Suits by 9

Upper Tiles

7, 8 and 9 of Suit tiles

9

Middle Tiles

4, 5 and 6 of Suit tiles

9

Lower Tiles

1, 2 and 3 of Suit tiles

9

Upper Four

6, 7, 8 and 9 of Suit tiles

12

Lower Four

1, 2, 3 and 4 of Suit tiles

12

Reversible
Tiles

Tiles which are vertically symmetrical which
means tiles images look the same if you turn
them upsidedown.

14

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Suit tiles

21

Simples

Lesson 2.

The process of playing any deal can be divided into the following stages:
● preparing wall – mixing of the tiles, building and breaking the wall;
● “Flowers” replacement phase;
● initial move of “East”;
● one of the two at random:
○ move starting with taking a tile from discard, or;
○ move starting with taking a fresh tile from the wall;
● deal finishing – mahjong declaration or a draw game.

Playing space
For a comfortable play a square table is required with dimensions corresponding to the size of
the tiles. The whole playing space is divided into several zones, each zone consists of four
parts corresponding to each of four players (see picture below).

Picture. Mahjong playing space.
Each player (who are called as Winds: East, South, West and North) conventionally uses a
triangular space bounded by large diagonals and the edge of the table on player’s side. The
tiles placed in the form of a square with side equal to 18 tiles and of 2 tiles height are called
"wall". Part of the wall located on player’s side is called corresponding player’s wall, however,
it is rather conditional, because tiles of the walls are common, and they are taken by players in
a strictly prescribed manner.
The area inside the square marked by the wall is called discard zone. Each player discards
unwanted tiles “face up” to the player’s part of the discard zone in the rows by six tiles from left
to right. During the deal the player places “standing” tiles (which are player’s tiles outside
melded sets) directly in front of him / her and before the wall line. Melded sets are laid out to

the player’s right. East (the player who starts the deal) also places two sixsided dice on the
right immediately after two throws and before dealing of tiles.
It should be noted that arrangement of Winds at the table does not match compass, two
opposite sides are reversed. Everything falls into place, if you raise your eyes and look at the
sky. Winds in mahjong located on the sides of the heavenly, not earthly compass!

Building the Wall
Before the deal starts tiles are turned “face down” and thoroughly mixed. Then tiles are placed
in the form of a square with side equal to 18 tiles and of 2 tiles height.
Note: When building wall it is necessary to consider some practical recommendations. Firstly,
the wall needs to be build at a sufficient distance from the edge of the table to have space for
player’s “standing” tiles and melded sets. Secondly, as ready wall of two tiles height is rather
difficult to move over the surface of the table then it is preferable to build it without further
moving, at some distance from the table edge. Thirdly, since the wall should be strictly 18 tiles
in length it is better to count tiles (one can use “three by six” or “six by three” method).

Picture. Players’ walls.
Four players’ walls which together constitute the Wall are schematically shown at the picture
(see above). Please, note that 18 piles of two tiles height are numbered and the numbering

increases from right to left, if you look at the wall from the “outside”, from the player’s side.
However, this numbering, which is used only in the beginning to break the wall and distribute
tiles is imaginary, in reality all the values are counted “in mind”, and the counting may be
performed by touching the piles of the wall.

Breaking the Wall
To break the Wall two throws of two dice (sixsided dice with applied dots denoting a number
from 1 to 6) are used. At first, East throws two dice to the center of the table, the sum of
values determines the second player for throwing dice. The resulting value is counted
counterclockwise starting from East counting players. Thus, it appears that resulting values of
5 or 9 indicate East as the second player to throw dice, 2, 6 or 10 indicate South, 3, 7 or 11
indicate West, and 4, 8 or 12 indicate North. Then the second player throws, sum of values on
two dice from the second throw is added to the value from the first throw and then this number
is counted from the right end of the second thrower’s wall in a clockwise direction defining a
pile of tiles after which the wall break is made. If resulting value of two throws falls in the
range from 4 to 18 then the pile before wall break belongs to the wall of the second player. If
resulting value is in the range from 19 to 24 then the wall of the player in a clockwise direction
after the second player is used to count 19th pile and further.
Note: In practice wall break is marked by moving apart from each other of two neighboring
piles of tiles on the left and right from wall break.

Picture. Distribution of tiles after breaking the Wall.
Example: East throws 6 and 4, 6+4=10 which means that the second player is South. South
throws 4 and 1, 4+1=5. The resulting value of two throws is equal to 10+5=15. It means that
the required pile before wall break is under the number “15” in the wall of the South.

Distribution of tiles after breaking the Wall
After determining wall break tiles distribution starts: ultimately East should have 14 tiles while
all other players should have 13 tiles. At first, players starting from East and then
counterclockwise (E → S → W → N) take four tiles (two piles) at a time from the wall
clockwise, and do it three times. East takes 13th and 14th tiles at once from the top of the first
and third piles when looking clockwise from wall break. South then takes lower tile from the
first pile, West takes upper tile of the nearest pile and North takes lower tile of the nearest pile.
Example: Let’s have the whole chain of distributing tiles for the first throw of 10 points and the
second throw of 5 points. The second player is South, value of 15 (10+5) indicates the 15th
pile of tiles in the South wall (in abbreviated notation – S15), wall break is made between piles
S16 and S15, (see picture above).
Picture "Distribution of tiles after breaking the Wall" schematically shows players’ walls, wall
break and signed piles of tiles from which players will take tiles when distributing tiles (for
example, "N 78" means that North takes his / her 7th and 8th tiles from the pile). East takes
the first two piles (S16 and S17), then South takes S18 (South wall ends, East wall continues)
and E1, West – E2 and E3, North – E4 and E5. All players now have four tiles. East takes E6
and E7, South – E8 and E9, West – E10 and E11, North – E12 and E13. All players have
eight tiles. East takes E14 and E15, South – E16 and E17, West – E18 and C1, North – N2
and N3. All players have twelve tiles. Further East takes top tile of the piles N4 and N6, South
– bottom tile of N4, West – top tile of N5, North – bottom tile of N5. The following tiles are left
in the wall (counting clockwise): bottom tile of N6 pile, piles from N7 to N18 on the North wall,
the entire West wall, piles from S1 through S15 of the South wall. Wall has
1+2*12+2*18+2*15=91 tile, and players have 14+13*3=53 tiles.
Note: In the above example, piles N6, N7 and further clockwise will be used for taking main
tiles of the players’ hands while piles S15, S14 and further counterclockwise will be used for
taking replacement tiles after "Kong" or "Flower" declarations.
Exercise: Build a wall. Using all possible values of the sum of throws of the first and
second players (from 2 to 12) please show that East when taking first two piles of tiles in any
combination will not be able to get tiles from piles E7 (7th pile of East wall) and N6 (6th pile of
North wall).
Note: This mathematical problem will help to better understand the definition of wall break and
subsequent distribution of the tiles.
Picture “After tiles distributing” (see below) shows the state of the walls and players’ tiles after
dice throws 6, 4 and 4, 1, (6+4)+(4+1)=15. Please, note that East receives 14 “standing” tiles
while all the other players receive 13 ones. After wall break and distributing tiles a pile of only

one tile is located on the edge of main end of the wall. Players have 14+13*3=53 tiles
altogether while the wall has 14453=91 tiles.

Picture. After tiles distributing.

What are “Flowers”?
In the playing set for MCR Mahjong there are eight special tiles that are collectively are called
"Flowers". What is their role in the gameplay? What are the rules associated with them? There
are three rules related to "Flowers":
● a player can declare bonus set "Flower" only during own move by declaring "Flower",
separating from the "standing" tiles of his / her hand a "Flower" tile "face up", placing it
to the right of player’s playing space and the subsequent taking of the replacement tile
from back end of the wall;
● bonus set “Flower” is not part of the player's hand for declaring “Hu”;
● only the player who declared “Hu” gets points for melded "Flowers".
Note: Replacing the "Flower" is not a mandatory action, rules allow discarding a "Flower" tile
as any ordinary tile.

“Flowers” replacement phase
After the initial distribution of tiles players in order of East → South → West → North
alternately exchange “Flower” tiles. Each player in his / her turn has the right to separate any
number of "Flowers" from the "standing" tiles of the hand, declare them, for example, "Three
Flowers", to take the appropriate number of replacement tiles from the back end of the wall.

When new "Flower" tiles appear among just exchanged tiles the procedure is repeated. After
the replacement a player announces “No more Flowers”. If a player has no “Flowers” from the
very beginning (or it was decided not to exchange them) player announces “No Flowers”. After
the process of replacing “Flowers” by North, East makes his/her initial move.
Note: “Flowers” replacement phase is needed to replace a large number of “Flower” tiles
received by the players at once during the initial distribution of tiles. In all subsequent moves
each player receives in turn no more than one tile at a time and has the option to exchange
“Flower” tiles during the turn according to the normal procedure.

East’s initial move
East’s initial move is different from any other East’s moves by two features:
● 14th tile has already been taken from the wall by East;
● “Flowers” replacement phase is placed between the taking of the 14th tile and
subsequent actions of East.
During initial move East has only three possibilities:
● discard a tile;
● declare “Hu”;
● declare “Concealed Kong” (to read more about Kongs, see the following Lesson).

Briefly about move structure
Any player's move (except East’s initial move) consists of the following parts:
● taking a tile from the wall or from discard;
● game actions, that is declaring sets, taking replacement tiles;
● declaring “Hu” or discarding tile.
Note: After tile is discarded provided the absence of declarations move turn is passed to the
next player counterclockwise in the direction East → South → West → North → (East). In
more details the general game mechanics will be covered in Lesson 5. Game mechanics.

Lesson 3.

As mentioned above, the primary purpose of playing the deal is to collect “mahjong” or in other
words to build a “complete hand”. Hand is called “complete” because each tile in the player's
hand is a constituent part of some structural element which is called “set”. “Mahjong” is not just
a few sets, complete hand should have one of the allowed by the Rules hand structure and
have “value” (expressed as minimum points for scoring valuable combinations).
Note: Hand without declared mahjong will be called simply “hand” as distinction from
“complete hand”.
Player’s hand consists of two parts: a mandatory and a bonus one. Mandatory part of the hand
consists of a concealed part that includes “standing” tiles and concealed sets, and open part of
hand involving melded sets. Bonus part of hand consists only of declared bonus sets
(“Flowers”). Flowers are never counted for required minimum of mahjong hand value.

Table. Constituent parts of hand and types of sets.
Mandatory part of hand
Concealed part of hand
“Standing” tiles

Concealed sets
●

Melded sets

Concealed Kong

●
●
●
●
●

Fixed sets

●
●
●

Free sets

Bonus part of hand

Open part of hand

Bonus sets

Melded Kong
Promoted Kong
Melded Pung
Chow
Pair*

●

“Flower”

Concealed Pung
Chow
Pair

Note: A Pair in the open part of a hand may be formed only when declaring “Hu” with placing of winning tile to that Pair.
Exercise: Try to determine intuitively which of the following sets correspond to the types of sets specified in the table above (tile taken from discard
is depicted rotated by 90 degrees):
,
,

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

Table. Types of declarations.
Decla
ration

Move

Set

From
player

Mecha
nics

Action

“Flower”

On own
move

“Flower”

Player
himself/
herself

1

After “Flower” declaration player detaches Flower tile from “standing” tiles, places it
“face up” on his / her right to the bonus part of a hand at the table, then takes a
replacement tile from the back end of the wall. After that a player continues his / her
move and is free to do other actions: discard a tile of make “Flower”, “Kong” or “Hu”
declarations.

“Chi”

After
discard

Chow

From
player on
the left

2+1

After “Chi" declaration player detaches two tiles from “standing” tiles, places them
“face up” on his / her right, then takes discarded tile and puts it rotated by 90 degrees
“face up” to recently placed two tiles. Thus, all three tiles form “Chow” set in the open
part of the player's hand. After that, the player is obliged to discard a tile from
“standing” tiles.

“Pung”

After
discard

Melded
Pung

From any
opponent

2+1

After “Pung" declaration player detaches two identical tiles from “standing” tiles, places
them “face up” on his / her right, then takes discarded tile and puts it rotated by 90
degrees “face up” to recently placed two tiles. Thus, all three tiles form “Pung” set in
the open part of the player's hand. After that, the player is obliged to discard a tile from
“standing” tiles.

On own
move

Concealed
Kong

Player
himself/
herself

4

After “Kong" declaration player detaches four identical tiles from “standing” tiles,
places them “face down” on his / her right, then takes a replacement tile from the back
end of the wall. After that a player continues his / her move and is free to do other
actions: discard a tile of make “Flower”, “Kong” or “Hu” declarations.

On own
move

Promoted
Kong

Player
himself/
herself

(2+1)+1

After “Kong" declaration player detaches a tile from “standing” tiles, puts it “face up” to
three identical tiles forming “Melded Pung”, then takes a replacement tile from the
back end of the wall. After that a player continues his / her move and is free to do
other actions: discard a tile of make “Flower”, “Kong” or “Hu” declarations.
Note: The tile which is used to form Promoted Kong can be used to declare mahjong

“Kong”

by another player (socalled “Robbing the Kong”). If this happens deal ends.

“Hu”

After
discard

Melded
Kong

From any
opponent

3+1

After “Kong" declaration player detaches three identical tiles from “standing” tiles,
places them “face up” on his / her right, then takes discarded tile and puts it rotated by
90 degrees “face up” to recently placed three tiles. Thus, all four tiles form “Melded
Kong” set in the open part of the player's hand. After taking a replacement tile from
the back end of the wall the player continues his / her move and is free to do other
actions: discard a tile of make “Flower”, “Kong” or “Hu” declarations.

On own
move

Whole hand

Player
himself/
herself

14*

After "Hu" declaration player shows all "standing" tiles, scores hand value, deal ends.

After
discard

Whole hand

From any
opponent

13*+1

After "Hu" declaration player shows all "standing" tiles, puts discarded tile to his / her
hand, scores hand value, deal ends.
Note: "Hu" declaration on the tile which is used to form Promoted Kong (socalled
“Robbing the Kong”, fan #47) is considered as winning on discard.

Note: In column "Mechanics" tiles of the player are shown in bold, tiles of the opponents are shown in normal font, "*"  only tiles without tiles in
bonus part of a hand and fourth tiles of kongs are taking into account.
Note: Terms “Kong” and “Pung” may denote both Set or Declaration.

There following are types of regular hand sets:
● Kong = four identical tiles – Concealed, Melded and Promoted;
● Pung = three identical tiles – Concealed and Melded;
● Chow = three tiles in the same suit with three consecutive numbers;
● Pair = two identical tiles;
● single tiles of bonus type (“Flowers” and “Seasons”) – melded.
The above stated is visually represented in the table “Constituent parts of hand and types of
sets” (see above).

Lesson 4.

Typical player's move consists of two simple actions: taking a fresh tile from the wall and
discarding the unnecessary tile from the hand. In order to make different action a player is
obliged prior to that to say corresponding to action word which is called “declaration”. The
declaration is used for:
● during player’s own move – to declare a set or “Hu”;
● after discard of another player – to declare a set or “Hu”;
● during another player’s move – to declare “Hu” (only when robbing the Kong).
There are only five accepted declaration words, only two of which describe actions both during
a player’s own move and during another player’s move: "Flower", "Chi", "Pung", "Kong" and
"Hu". More information about the declarations and mechanics is presented in the table "Types
of Declarations" (see above).

How the sets are melded
All the sets that are declared must be exposed (melded), that is, all tiles involved in sets should
be separated from the player’s “standing” tiles and placed separately in the appropriate place
at the table. The opposite is also true, only the declared sets can be displayed. If a set is
formed by a tile discarded by another player, then this tile is placed in the set “face up” and
rotated by 90 degrees so as to indicate which player the tile was taken from:
● to the left (looking from player’s side) of the other tiles of the set – for the player on the
left;
● to the right (looking from player’s side) of the other tiles of the set – for the player on
the right;
● in the middle between the other tiles of the set – for the player opposite.
The general rule for the sequence of actions during taking discarded tile to set:
● make a declaration;
● take from player’s “standing” tiles all missing for a declared set tiles and place them
“face up” at the table not rotated;

●

●

take the tile discarded by another player and place it to the recently placed tiles “face
up” and rotate by 90 degrees forming declared set so as to indicate which player the
tile was taken from;
(for “Melded Kong”) take replacement tile from back end of the wall.

In the case of “Hu” declaration on discarded tile:
● declare “Hu”;
● open all the “standing” tiles in hand and lay them flat “face up”;
● take discarded tile, rotate it by 90 degrees and place it showing clearly which set is
formed with discarded tile.
Let’s take a look at how different melded sets will look like:
●
●

●

Flower can be declared only in player’s own turn, tile is not rotated –
;
Chow can be declared only from discard of the player on the left, that’s why rotated by
90 degrees discarded tile is always placed on the left even if it “confuses” numbers –
,
or
;
Melded Pung can be declared only from discard of another player, rotated tile clearly
indicates that player –

(left),

(opposite) or

●

(right);
Concealed Kong can be declared only in player’s own turn, tiles are not turned and

●

they are placed “face down” –
;
Melded Kong can be declared only from the discard of another player, rotated tile
clearly indicates that player –

●

(left),

or

(opposite),
(right);
Promoted Kong is melded like Melded Kong, tobeadded to Melded Pung tile is placed
inside set not rotated preserving indication from which player a tile for Melded Pung
was taken.

Kongs
Kongs can be difficult to understand so information about them is placed in a separate
paragraph. Firstly, Kong is a special set, consisting of four, rather than three tiles. In a hand
structure a 4tile Kong set, nevertheless, counts as 3tile set. To ensure tile balance in a hand
a player must take a replacement tile from the back end of the wall immediately after declaring
any type of Kong. Secondly, there are three types of Kongs distinguished by declaration
method and mechanics: Concealed, Melded and Promoted. Thirdly, two game rules pertaining
to mahjong declaration relate to declaration of Kongs.

⇛
Concealed Kong is four identical tiles separated from “standing” tiles as a set in
concealed part of the player’s hand (those are socalled "lying" tiles as opposed to the
"standing" tiles). A player may declare Concealed Kong only in own turn after taking fresh tile
from the wall by declaring “Kong” followed by moving of four identical tiles from “standing” tiles
and taking replacement tile from the back end of the wall. The set of Concealed Kong is laid
with all four tiles “face down”, so no one except the player who declared Concealed Kong
knows tile patterns of Concealed Kong.
Example:

.

⇛
Melded Kong is four identical tiles separated from “standing” tiles as a set in open part
of hand. A player may declare Melded Kong only from opponent’s discard by declaring “Kong”
followed by moving of three identical tiles of the same pattern as discarded tile from “standing”
tiles and taking replacement tile from the back end of the wall. The set of Melded Kong is laid
“face up” with rotation by 90 degrees of discarded tile indicating from which player the
discarded tile was taken.
Example:

or

.

⇛
Promoted Kong is four identical tiles separated from “standing” tiles as a set in open
part of hand. A player may declare Promoted Kong only in his / her own turn after taking fresh
tile from the wall by declaring “Kong” followed by adding tile from “standing” tiles to already
Melded Pung of the same pattern as tobeadded tile, and taking replacement tile from the
back end of the wall. The set of Promoted Kong is laid “face up” with rotation by 90 degrees of
tile indicating from which player the discarded tile for Melded Pung was taken.
Example:
or
.
Note: Flip side of Promoted Kong declaration is “Robbing the Kong” rule allowing another
player to win on a tile added to Melded Pung, (fan #47 Robbing the Kong). Thus, it is
necessary to have a good reason to declare Promoted Kong to prevent its robbery.
⇛
Out with Replacement Tile is declaring “Hu” on the tile taken as replacement tile after
declaring any of the three types of Kongs.

Multiple declarations
When multiple declarations on the same discarded tile take place the “Declarations priority
rule” is applied: “Chi” declaration is overruled by “Pung” / “Kong” declaration which in turn is
overruled by “Hu” declaration. If multiple “Hu” declarations take place then a player who sits
closer to a player who discarded tile if look counterclockwise wins the tile.
Scheme. Declarations priority.
"Chi" → "Pung" / "Kong" → "Hu" → "Hu" (closer if look counterclockwise from discarder).
To eliminate the possibility to convey information about the tiles in hand, "Chi" declaration
should be done in a threesecond pause after tile is discarded. Thus, if discarded tile is taken

for a possible "Pung" or "Kong" (it is required to make these declarations within three seconds)
then information on possible chow in the hand will be hidden.

Lesson 5.

In this lesson let’s summarize our knowledge about the game procedures during one deal and
find out what happens next.

Playing the deal
After mixing up tiles, building and breaking walls, replacement of “Flowers” the initial move of
East starts. East has 14 tiles, all the rest players have 13. In the case East does not declare
“Hu” (such “Hu” is the rarest though possible occasion), after first East’s discard two different
scenarios take place.
In the absence of declaration after discarded tile move turn between players goes
counterclockwise in the direction East → South → West → North → (East). In this case
respective player starts his move by taking fresh tile from the wall, and in the absence of such
possibility it is a draw. The player is given 10 seconds to complete his/her own move.
Note: Compliance with "10 seconds” rule is absolutely essential when playing in the
tournament. Repeated failure to comply with this rule may lead to penalty up to disqualification.
In case declaration took place after discarding a tile that tile is taken by the player who made
declaration (without taking another tile from the wall!). The player is given 3 seconds to claim
the discarded tile. After this period the right to use the discarded tile is voided, and move turn
goes to the next player counterclockwise.
Note: When multiple declarations take place then “Declarations priority rule” is applied.

After deal is finished
Typical game in Mahjong Competition Rules consists of four rounds by 4 deals each totaling
16 deals (if the session is played in the tournament, then as many deals as possible are played
during the allotted time, but not more than 16). Each round is named after the Wind which is
called the “Prevalent Wind”. Rounds are changed in the order East → South → West →
North. Within a round players’ positions are changed so that all Winds move counterclockwise
by one position per one deal. Players remain seated at the same place, only their Winds are
changed.
After each four deals players change places:
● during the first (after deal 4) and third (after deal 12) changes players swap places in
pairs “East” and “South”, “West” and “North”, that is, E⇄S, W⇄N;
● during the second (after deal 8) change players seating at “East” and “South” take their
positions opposite (“across the table”), “North” goes to “East”, “West” goes to “South”.

Wind corresponding to the seat Wind of a particular player is called “Seat Wind”. The whole
scheme of seatings is displayed at the table “Seats rotation scheme”.
Table. Seats rotation scheme.
Starting Player’s Wind
Round

Deals change

East

South

West

North

East

1→2→3→4

E→N→W→S

S→E→N→W

W→S→E→N

N→W→S→E

South

5→6→7→8

S→E→N→W

E→N→W→S

N→W→S→E

W→S→E→N

West

9→10→11→12

N→W→S→E

W→S→E→N

E→N→W→S

S→E→N→W

North

13→14→15→16

W→S→E→N

N→W→S→E

S→E→N→W

E→N→W→S

Note: “Prevalent Wind” and “Seat Wind” are used not only to mark seating. Pung of Winds
corresponding to “Prevalent Wind” or “Seat Wind” in complete hand costs two points while
Pung of any other Wind costs only one point.
Exercise: Please, show that in each deal there is a player whose “Prevalent Wind” and “Seat
Wind” coincide, and thus the Pung of this Wind will cost 2+2=4 points.

Number of tiles in player’s hand
How many tiles should there be in a player’s hand? The answer is different, nuances mater.
Not counting melded “Flower” tiles and the fourth tiles of declared Kongs “inactive” player (that
is, player without a move priority) must have 13 tiles.
Each time after taking move priority whenever player takes fresh tile from the wall this number
increases to 14, after discard – drops again to 13.
When declaring “Flower” – drops to 13, after taking replacement tile – 14 again.
When declaring a Concealed or Promoted Kong during one's own move – drops to 13, after
taking replacement tile – 14 again.
When declaring a Melded Kong after opponent’s discard – drops to 13, after taking
replacement tile – 14 again.
When declaring “Hu” (and after taking winning tile if necessary) player has 14 tiles and the
deal is finished.
Note: If the number of tiles in a player’s hand is different from the above (too "few" or too
"many" tiles) this state is called "dead hand" and that player loses the right to declare mahjong
in the current deal. Usually, it happens when errors occur in the game: when a player forgets
to take a tile from the wall after replacing "Flowers" or “Kong” declaration, and vice versa,
takes a tile from the wall immediately after making “Chow” or “Pung” declaration.

Training key skills
In order to make some key decisions directly during the game (“on the spot”) a player must
know the exact number of played tiles of certain pattern, for which there is no other way but to
be able to count tile patterns in question at the table. Player must develop the ability to make
such calculations in seconds, the sooner the better. The main difficulty is not even in the
number of places to look at: there are four discard zones and four zones for melded sets.
Provided all players are sitting at different sides of the table and given the fact that the tiles can
be laid either “upright” or rotated by 90 degrees either way then each tile can be rotated in four
different ways. Thus, key skill is to be able to count required tile pattern rotated in four direction
for least possible time.
Exercise: Lay playing set at the table with tiles “faceup” (in the absence of playing set
you can take a screenshot from the game server). Try to find at the table all the tiles of
required tile pattern. Repeat the exercise for several tile patterns.

Test yourself
Dear reader! You are offered to test the knowledge of the
material of chapter 1. Answers can be found at the end of
the book in Test yourself section.

Multiplechoice test (choose only one correct answer for each question):
1. Which type of tiles is not present in a mahjong playing set:
a. “Dragons”;
b. “Tigers”;
c. “Bamboo”;
d. “Seasons”.
2. In which row tiles are laid out in ascending order of the numbers:
a.

;

b.

;

c.

;

d.
.
3. How many tiles in a playing set have the image of bamboo:
a. 32;

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

b. 33;
c. 36;
d. 37.
Wall break is determined by means of counting the amount of values that the dice
indicate after two shots following directions:
a. from the right end of the East wall in a clockwise direction;
b. from the left end of the East wall in a counterclockwise direction;
c. from the right end of the wall of the second thrower in a clockwise direction;
d. from the left end of the wall of the second thrower in a counterclockwise
direction.
Directions of taking fresh tiles from the wall and passing of turn between players:
a. fresh tiles from the wall are taken clockwise, turn in passed clockwise;
b. fresh tiles from the wall are taken counterclockwise, turn in passed clockwise;
c. fresh tiles from the wall are taken clockwise, turn in passed counterclockwise;
d. fresh tiles from the wall are taken counterclockwise, turn in passed
counterclockwise.
What action is not possible during the very first move of East after the “Flowers”
replacement phase:
a. “Flower” replacement;
b. declaring “Hu”;
c. declaring “Kong”;
d. tile discard.
How many types of Kongs are there:
a. one;
b. two;
c. three;
d. four.
Which set has a wrongly placed tile:
a.

;

b.

;

c.

;

d.
.
9. Which type of Kong can be robbed (that is, to take tile added to Melded Pung when
declaring of Kong):
a. Melded;
b. Concealed;
c. Promoted;
d. none.
10. What is the maximum number of players that can make their declarations
simultaneously on a discarded tile:
a. one;

b. two;
c. three;
d. four.
11. What is the maximum number of different declaration words that can be made on a
discarded tile:
a. one;
b. two;
c. three;
d. four.
12. How many points may Pung of Winds not be worth in the complete hand:
a. one;
b. two;
c. three;
d. four.
Problem: What is the maximum number of declarations that can make a player in a row
in one move?
Problem: Please, provide a hand on which one can make four out of five possible
declarations (those are: “Flower”, “Chi”, “Pung”, “Kong”, “Hu”).

